Self-assembled quantum dots have garnered a great deal of interest 1 due to quantum confinement and the ability to design nanostructures of unique shapes and sizes thus altering their electronic properties. 2 Quantum rings and quantum islands have the potential to be used in many optoelectronics devices including quantum computing, 3 photodetectors, 4 lasers, 5 spin memory devices, 6 solar cells, 7 and light emitting diodes. 8 GaSb quantum dots on GaAs have a type II band structure that restricts the transport of holes but does not impede electrons. 9 These capabilities show promise for photovoltaic applications, where separating charged carriers 9, 10 and reduction of thermal emission 11 are vital to device performance. Traditionally, quantum dots have been grown using the lattice-mismatch driven Stranski-Krastanov method, 1, 12 but an alternate method is droplet epitaxy. 13, 14 In this method, the group III metal is deposited on the surface to form liquid metal droplets, followed by exposure to a group V overpressure resulting in crystallization of the droplet. One advantage of this method is that droplet epitaxy does not rely on lattice mismatch strain for nanostructure formation, enabling the formation of nanostructures in previously inaccessible materials systems, such as GaAs/AlGaAs. [15] [16] [17] Another advantage is that droplet epitaxy results in a variety of structures, such as compact islands, rings, and disks with each having their own energy level splitting. [18] [19] [20] Studies on the droplet epitaxy of lattice mismatched systems have also been undertaken, [21] [22] [23] but only compact islands have been reported with GaSb thus far. 24, 25 In this work, we examine the mechanisms for nanostructure formation in the lattice-mismatch system GaSb/ GaAs. We show that by modifying the temperature and antimony deposition rate, we were able to obtain a variety of nanostructures ranging from 2D islands to holes, rings, and compact islands. The dependence of the final structure with temperature is very different than what has been reported in the lattice matched GaAs system. 26, 27 Mechanisms are proposed, and corroborated by simulation, that allow for the controlled design of nanostructures in the GaSb/GaAs system. These mechanisms can be extended to droplet epitaxy for all lattice mismatched systems.
GaSb nanostructures were grown using droplet epitaxy on n-type Si doped GaAs (100) in a molecular beam epitaxy chamber. All of the samples had a 500 nm GaAs buffer layer grown at T ¼ 570 C and the temperature for droplet epitaxy deposition varied between T ¼ 200 C and T ¼ 400 C. All reported temperatures were measured using a low temperature optical pyrometer. To prevent GaAs crystallization, samples were cooled to 200 C after the deposition of the buffer layer and the As flux was terminated. The sample annealed at that temperature for 30 min, at which time the chamber pressure typically reached 4 Â 10 À9 Torr. Following the removal of As from the chamber, the samples were heated without a group V overpressure to 200 < T < 400 C. The substrate was given time to equilibrate before the liquid Ga droplets were grown by depositing 3 monolayers of gallium at 0.4 monolayers/s. There was a 1 s delay after closing the gallium shutter before subjecting the droplets to an antimony flux in order to minimize crystallization of the droplets due to any residual As. The Sb Beam Equivalent Pressure (BEP) was 8 Â 10 À7 Torr and the shutter remained open for either 2, 5, or 10 s. Lower substrate temperatures required shorter antimony deposition times to prevent polycrystalline Sb from sticking to the surface. Following antimony deposition, the samples were annealed for 60 s at the deposition temperature and then quenched. Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) measurements were taken during the entire deposition process. The c(4 Â 4) streaks formed from the As terminated surface transitioned to halos from the formation of Ga droplets, and then a spot pattern after crystallization. The samples were removed from the chamber and measured with a VEECO Nanoscope IIIA atomic force microscope using 2 nm diameter silicon probes. Figure 1 shows a series of AFM images of GaSb nanostructures formed on GaAs by droplet epitaxy at varying temperatures. It is well known that the size and density of the Ga droplets vary as a function of temperature; therefore, each of these samples has differing initial droplet sizes. 28 film. To avoid this, the Sb exposure time was lowered to 2 s. The resulting surface shows no evidence of the initial Ga droplets, consisting instead of a planar film with a distribution of 2D islands. Since the GaAs buffer layers (not shown) comprised regular periodic steps, we conclude that these 2D islands arise from Sb-limited film growth, where the Ga flux is provided by outdiffusion of Ga from the very small droplets. 29 Increasing the substrate temperature to approximately 250 C increases the initial size of the droplets. The subsequent Sb exposure time of 5 s results in numerous two dimensional islands in addition to a distribution of small holes ( Figure 1(b) ). The holes arise from liquid gallium etching of crystalline GaAs, 17 which becomes more pronounced with increasing temperature. The 2D islands at 250 C are smaller than those at 200 C and appear confined in regions close to holes. Further increasing the temperature to 300 C and Sb deposition time to 10 s results in larger holes due to the larger initial droplet size, a more pronounced disc of presumably GaSb, and 3D islands decorating the perimeter of the holes (Figure 1(c) ). The perimeter islands are on the order of 2-3 nm in height and the outer disks range in height anywhere between 0 and 3 nm. If the temperature is increased even further to 400 C, many compact 3D islands nucleate in the vicinity of even larger holes resulting from droplet etching, forming an isotropic "halo" of islands (Figure 2(a) ). The halo islands extend beyond the hole with a radius much larger than the rings in Figure 1(c) . The largest island sits directly on the lip of the hole, similar to the GaSb bordering the central hole in Figure 1(c) . In many regions, the initial droplets are spaced closely enough such that multiple halos overlap each other (Figure 2(b) ).
These data are qualitatively similar to droplet epitaxy of GaAs on AlGaAs. Both materials' systems exhibit compact islands, rings, and holes under various growth conditions. However, there are important differences. In the case of GaAs droplet epitaxy, compact islands are observed at low temperatures and high As flux, while rings, disks, and finally holes appear with increasing temperature and decreasing As flux. 30, 31 In the case of GaSb droplet epitaxy, holes appear at low temperature and low Sb overpressure, while rings appear at high temperature (Figure 1 ). While the shapes of the nanostructures likely arise due to similar mass transport mechanisms, there is an additional mechanism that must be in operation in lattice-mismatched droplet epitaxy.
Reyes et al. 31 previously proposed a model for droplet epitaxy that accounts for nanostructure formation in latticematched systems. This model assumes that the final morphology of the recrystallized Ga droplets is mainly influenced by two mechanisms, the diffusion of gallium atoms out of the droplet and crystallization within the droplet. 31 These mechanisms are at work in lattice-mismatched systems as well. To understand how these mechanisms interact, it is useful to consider the volume of liquid Ga in the droplet as function of time given by
where V 0 is the growth condition dependent initial volume of the droplet, V c (t) is the amount of Ga that is lost to GaSb C featuring holes (circled), and (c) 10 s at 300 C featuring holes (circled), 3D islands (arrows), and disks.
FIG. 2. AFM images of GaSb nanostructures formed by crystallizing 3 monolayers of gallium with an 8 Â 10
À7 Torr antimony flux for 10 s at 400 C. Holes (circled), perimeter 3D islands (arrow), and a halo of additional 3D islands are featured. crystallization, and V w (t) is the amount of Ga that is wicked out of the droplet onto the substrate by surface forces. The onset of the deposition of Sb corresponds to t ¼ 0.
Each of these terms can be understood in some detail. V 0 increases with temperature and the total amount of Ga deposited. The amount lost to crystallization, V c , is
where t i is the incubation time to initiate crystallization, R 0 is the initial radius of the droplet, v c is crystallization velocity of the growth front, and a is a shape factor. This expression assumes that the crystallization front advances uniformly from the perimeter of the droplet and can be modeled as a toroid of crystallized material illustrated in Figure 3 . Crystallization begins only after an incubation time t i has been exceeded and can be approximated with the formula
where k is Boltzmann's constant, F Sb is the deposition rate of Sb in atoms per unit time, and E C is the energy barrier for crystallization. The third term, V w (t), is
where D is the effective diffusion coefficient of Ga on the substrate surface, and l is the thickness of the layer of material being wicked, on the order of the lattice parameter of the GaSb. This expression can be understood as follows: in the presence of a flux of Sb, it is energetically favorable for the Ga to wet the Sb rich surface. As a consequence, there is a thermodynamic driving force for the Ga to be wicked out of the droplet by capillary forces. 31 The velocity associated with this process scales as (F Sb D) 1/2 . We expect, therefore, a disc-shaped annulus of GaSb to form around each droplet as the droplets are crystallized as is observed in our experiments. Furthermore, this annulus will decrease in thickness as the distance from the droplet increases. The fact that these annuli are isotropic suggests that the diffusivity of Ga on the GaSb/GaAs surface is also isotropic. In the experiments reported here, we observe that the outer radius, R h , of this annulus increases with increasing temperature as seen in Figures 1(c) and 2(a) . This is consistent with our assertion that wicking velocity scales as (F Sb D)
1/2 since D will increase with temperature. If elastic interactions were ignored, we would expect the film profiles to resemble those shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) .
If the energy of crystallization is high, the incubation time, t i , is very large and the time needed to wick away all of the Ga within the droplet is
The morphology of the nanostructures depends on t w and t i . If t w < t i , then all of the Ga will be wicked out of the drop before any crystallization takes place resulting in a thin annularly shaped GaSb film surrounding a hole. This condition can be satisfied if V 0 is small enough. Indeed, Figure 5 shows a film grown at 250 C, the same temperature as Figure 1(b) , except that four monolayers of Ga are deposited instead of three. In the sample with smaller initial droplets, Figure 1(b) , nearly all of the gallium wicked out before any significant crystallization could begin, meaning the time to wick out all of the Ga is shorter than the incubation time. On the other hand, the sample with larger initial droplets ( Figure 5 ) has rings. In this case, the time to wick out all of the Ga is longer than the incubation time, allowing for at least partial crystallization of the droplet. In the case of a lattice matched system, the energy of crystallization is very low. Therefore, the incubation time goes to zero and Eq. (4) reduces to the same equation as Ref. 31 .
Our discussion has largely ignored elastic strain until now. As the GaSb crystallizes, strain will develop due to the misfit between GaSb and GaAs. Roughly speaking, this means that portions of the GaSb film, which are thicker than a critical thickness will be unstable and three dimensional (3D) islands must form. This results from competition between weak elastic and strong surface forces and as a Figures  1(c) and 2(a) , respectively. consequence the instability occurs over relatively large length scales and time scales. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that this timescale is significantly larger than either t i or t w . With this assumption in place, we simulate the evolution of a strained GaSb film using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC). The KMC simulations of strained epitaxial growth use the method developed by Smereka and Schulze, 33 which is based, in part, on algorithms developed in Refs. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . A short summary of KMC model can be found in Ref. 39 . In the results presented below, the film was annealed until its morphology equilibrated into a metastable configuration.
Two examples are presented, one at T ¼ 300 C and the other at T ¼ 400 C, in both examples t w > t i . The "initial" conditions are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) . Each consists of a GaSb crystallized annulus with an exponentially decaying height. For the case at T ¼ 300 C, we see that the ringlike structure persists but breaks up somewhat to lower its strain energy. In addition, the crystallized material in the crater evolves into 3D islands. For the case at T ¼ 400 C, the "initial" profile is thinner and of much greater radius than it was for T ¼ 300 C as seen in Figures 4(b) and 4(d). Here, KMC simulations of the annealing process reveal the formation of a halo of 3D islands surrounding the original droplet. These types of halo structures have also been observed in droplet epitaxy of InAs/GaAs, except that in that case the halos are anisotropic indicating anisotropic diffusion in that system. 23 In both cases, the film morphology of the KMC simulations qualitatively resembles the experiment results in Figures 1(c) and 2 .
We show that droplet epitaxy of GaSb results in a variety of nanostructures, including 2D islands, holes, disks, and compact islands, as a function of temperature and amount of deposited Ga. Which nanostructure appears is determined by the competition between outdiffusion and crystallization of the liquid Ga. Outdiffusion of liquid gallium is shown to dominate at low droplet volumes that are characteristic at low temperature. Higher temperatures form larger droplets and substantial crystallization of GaSb at the edge of the droplet. Manipulation of the droplet size by depositing more Ga allows 3D crystallization to occur at lower temperatures, in agreement with the proposed model of nanostructure formation. Wicking may still occur during crystallization, and if the thickness of the resulting GaSb film is high enough, three dimensional islands nucleate on the planar surface creating clusters of islands around the initial droplet. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations that take elastic relaxation into account corroborate the formation of strain induced nanostructures that arise due to droplet epitaxy. 
